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Misericordia International Bibliography
Le Congrks Archeologique 1880-1990

The following list of articles from the yearly volumes of Le Congres
Arch6ologique includes mention, in varying degrees of detail, of misericords
and their choir stalls. These volumes record the yearly excursions held by
a group of distinguished archeologists to monuments in France and nearby
countries. One volume, for example, concerns the Rhineland and another
considers prehistoric and medieval monuments in Spain. Most volumes,
however, focus on a Department such as the Aveyron, or a regional section,
such as Haute Alsace. Each year from 1899, except for a seven year hiatus
during World War II, the archeologists visited, and continue to do so, a
dozen or so monuments in the designated region and record the salient
features of these monuments. During the early years the articles were
unsigned, but later they bear some of the most distinguished names in the
fields of archeology, architecture and art history.

The usual article on a church-monument presents historical, architectural,
artistic and descriptive information. Choir stalls and misericords are far from
the most important focus of the members of the Congres Archeologique. In
most articles choir stalls are not even mentioned, though they concern
churches that have medieval misericords. Such articles are not included in
this list. The first article to focus exclusively on choir stalls is the absorbing
presentation by Amedee Boinet on the stalls of Gassicourt in Mantes
(Yvelines) in the Paris volume of 1919.

Usually when choir stalls are mentioned, it is in passing. The misericords are
fort curieux or the church surprisingly retains some medieval misericords.
In some articles there is a bit more information: dates, provenance, a bit of
history and occasionally there may be a list of some of the themes of the
carvings. Few articles, although there are some, consider choir stalls in
depth equal to that of Boinet.
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One of the most valuable resources in these volumes is the extensive
bibliographies of fugitive materials at the end of each article. Even though
the article itself may have little relevant information it is worthwhile for the
researcher to study the extensive source materials.

The volumes in the bibliography are listed in chronological order beginning
with 1899. The title of the volume indicates the focal region. The article,
while it may be rather extensive, might only devote a few lines to the choir
stalls. Those articles with more detailed information are indicated (*). We
would appreciate a note from readers on any mention of misericords we may
have overlooked in these volumes.

Choir Stalls in the Yearbooks of the Congres Archeologique

1899 MACON
L'eglise de BROU [57-58]

1908 CAEN
L'eglise de SAINT-PIERRE-SUR-DIVES [278-297]

1910 SAUMUR
Rhein, Andre". SAINT-PIERRE [4-12]

NOTRE-DAME-DE-NANTILLY [13-32]
Eglise du PUY-NOTRE-DAME [73-77]
OIRON Collegiate [ 102-107]

(Several now at Bressuire)

1912 ANGOULEMEI
*Rhein, Andre". CatUdrale de POITIERS [252-268]

1913 NEVERS
Begule, Lucien. L'iglise d'AMBlERLE [236-241]
Rhein, Andre". Saint-Philibert de CHARLIEU [258-261]
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1914 BREST - VANNES
Leceureux, Lucien. SAINT-POL-DE-LEON [82-98]

1919 PARIS
*Boinet, Am&tee. Les stalles de V eglise de GASSICOURT [236-

248]

1920 METZ - STRASBOURG - COLMAR
Deshoulieres, Francois. L'eglise de LAUTENBACH [448-460]

1921 LIMOGES
Faye, Rene\ SAINT-LEONARD: Eglise [89-120]
Banchereaux, Mme. J. Les Boiseries du MOUTIERS-D'AHUN [137-

142]
Banchereau, M. Eglise de CASTENAU [407-410]

1922 RHINE
Aubert, Marcel. CathMrale de Cologne SAINT-PIERRE [320-347]

SAINT-ANDRE (Cologne) [356-370]
SAINT-GEREON (Cologne) (destroyed in World War II)
[408-428] and
WASSENBERG (now in the Schnutgen Museum)

1924 CLERMONT-FERRAND
Dehoulieres, Francois. BESSE-EN-CHANDESSE [251-264]

1925 BLOIS
*Plat, Abb6. VENDdME: L'abbaye de la Trinite [250-275]

1927 PERIGEUX
Lavergne, F. MONTPAZIER [143-155]

1928 DIJON
Tillet, J. et Jean Verrier. ROUVRES-EN-PLAINE [430-440]
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1929 TOULOUSE
Marboutin, Chanoine. AUCH [170-199]
*Villotte, Mme M. Les stalks de SAINT-BERTRAND-DE-

COMMINGES [305-321]
Auriel, Chanoine. ALBl: La cathedrale

1930 ORLEANS
Jarry, Eugene. CLERY [302-332]
*Aubert, Marcel. SA1NT-BENOIT-SUR-LOIRE [651-652]

1931 BOURGES
Dehoulieres, Francois. PUYFERRAND Abbaye [268-280]
CHEZAL-BENOIT [491-505]

1932 AIX-EN-PROVENCE
*Dore, Robert. VENCE [339-354]

1934 PARIS
L6on, Paul. Les Principes de la conservation des monuments

historiques: Evolution des doctrines. "Ilfaut avant tout
respecter Videntite de la matiere et la forme."

1935 MACON
Vitry, Paul. BOURG-EN-BRESSE: Eglise de BROU [261-265]
*Chagny, Abbe. Eglise Notre-Dame [266-288]

1937 AVEYRON
Goffinet, M. VILLEFRANCHE-DE-ROUERGUE: Eglise Notre-

Dame [90-105]
Gaulejac, Bernard. VILLEFRANCHE-DE-ROUERGUE: La

Chartreuse [106-121]
Bosquet, Louis. RODEZ: Cathedrale [360-386]

1939 BORDEAUX - BAYONNE
Loirette, Gabriel. BORDEAUX: Saint-Seurin [59-92]
Salet, Francis. DAX: Cathedrale [380-390]
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(The Congress did not meet for seven years during World War II)

1952 SUISSE ROMANDE
*Bach, Eugene. LAUSANNE: Eglise de Saint-Frangois [59-75]
* LAUSANNE: La Cathidrale [76-116]
* LAUSANNE: Stalles du XVI siecle [97-102]
* Deonna, Waldemar. GENEVE Saint-Pierre [167-174]
Schmid. L'abbaye d'HAUTERIVE [423-436]

1953 ORNE
*Thibaut, Marc. La ColUgiale de MORTAIN [243-261]

L'abbaye de LONLAY [262-276]

1954 ROUSILLON
Durliat,Marcel. Corneilla-de-Conflent [266-279]

1958 AUXERRE
Salet, Francis. Montreal: Eglise Notre-Dame [327-344]

1959 CATALOGNE
*Sanpere, Agustin Duran. BARCELONA Cathtdrale [28-36]

1960 FRANCHE-COMTE
Rey, Maurice. LUXEUIL Medieval [ 105-116]
*Duhem, Gustave. Cathidrale de SAINT-CLAUDE [132-144]
*Rey, Maurice. MONTBENOIT [306-314]

1961 MAINE
*Mussat, Andrd. Chdteau L'HERMITAGE [170-178]

1962 FLANDRES
*Borchgrave d'Altena. Comte J. de Ndtre-Dame-de-BRUGES [29-

44]

1964 ANJOU
Sigros, Hubert. L'iglise de JARZE [230-251]
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Planchenault, Rene. L'eglise de BEHUARD [363-368]
Crozet, Rene. LE-PUY-NOTRE-DAME [374-388]

1965 SAVOIE
Vallery-Radot, Jean. SAINT-JEAN-DE-MAURIENNE: La

Cathedrale Saint- Jean-Baptiste [49-90]

1966 COTENTIN - AVRANCHE
Thibout, Gabrielle Notre-Dame de CARENTON [212-227]
Le Legard, Marcel. L'Abbaye de la LUCERNE [460-484]

1968 HAUTE BREAGNE
Couffon, Rene. Dol [37-59]
Couzy, Helene. Champeaux [60-73]

1970 GASCOGNE
Legrand, Franchise. L'ISLE JOURDAIN [265-271]
Couzy, Helene. SIMORRE [308-319]
Polge, Henri. AUCH: Cathedrale Notre-Dame [349-372]

1972 DAUPHINE
Thirion, Jacques. Notre-Dame d'EMBRUN [91-135]
Rabut, Elisabeth. SAINT-GEOIRE-EN-VALDAINE [440-447]

1974 BESSIN - PAYS D'AUGE
GauUer-Desvaux, Elisabeth. SAINT-PIERRE-SUR-DIVES [188-214]

1978 HALITE ALSACE
Parent, Brigitte. L'ancienne eglise collegiale Saint-Michel-et-

Saint-Gandolfde LAUETNBACH [182-197]

1983 MORBIHAN
Lepinay, Francois. ROCHEFORT-EN-TERRE: L'tglise Notre-Dame

de la Tronchaye [207-215]
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1984 BAS BERRY
*Cabanot, Jean. Saint-Pierre-de-BOMMIERS [20-32]

1986 AUXOIS - CHATILLONAIS
Salet,Francis. LaBasilique Saint-Andoche de SAULIEU [235-244]

1987 BORDELAIS - BAZADAIS
L'eglise haute de SAINT-EMIUON [207-220]

(Some stalls are now at Saint-Etienne du Lisse)

With the ringing cry of Deus le volt!, the first Crusade was launched. On this
nine hundredth anniversary, we celebrate, if that is the correct word, one of
the most pivotal, glorious and disastrous epochs in European and Christian
history. This column is an all too brief survey of a few of the hundreds of
books on the Crusades.

The First Crusade
edited by Edward Peters
University of Penn Press, Philadelphia
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Appropriately enough, we start with the First Crusade as seen through the
eyes of its contemporary sources translated into modern English and brought
together into one accessible whole. Selections range from the chronicles of
Robert the Monk, Baldric of Dol, Guilbert of Nogent, Raymond d'Auiliers
and many others, including the anonymous author of the Gesta francorum.
and a much longer and more complete translation of Fulcher of Chartres.
Organized into a logical, chronological order, where one event is seen
through different eyes, each is given the opportunity to present differing
viewpoints. Included also are source notations and introductions to each
selection. A short, almost conversational style bibliography and a large
appendix adds background to the detailed legal privileges of the Crusaders
which influenced ecclesiastical and secular law in the 12th and 13th
centuries. If there is any fault with this book it is that it is IQQ short; a
delightful Whitman's sampler of the First crusade.

Chronicles of the Crusades
edited by Henry G. Bohn
Ams Press, New York

This book is doubly a classic; originally published in 1848 by Bohn's
Antiquarian Library (reprinted in virtually facsimile text by Ams Press)
modern historiography of the Crusades was at its beginning. In 1841, the
French Academy of Inscriptions has just begun the ambitious project of
printing both Occidental and Oriental narrative sources of the Crusades
which would take the next sixty-five years to complete in 1906. Three
contemporary chroniclers of the Crusades are presented in one volume,
Richard of Devizes, Geoffrey de Vinauf and the huge, pioneering and almost
inaccessible oriental section of Recueil des Historiens des Croisades edited
by Maynard at the turn of the century (which for all its errors in text and
translations, continues to be the standard work for reference for Orientalists
and Medievalists). Gabriela has produced a limited but very polished gem
of the Crusades as seen through seventeen pairs of eyes of the Other, from
the recapture of Jerusalem to the Fall of Acre. Rather than merely using the
Arabic ccontemporary chroniclers as sources of historical importance, the
abundance of literary picturesque, and often intimate and funny, anecdotes
give this book a humanity and immediacy rare in academic works. One
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story, for example, gives an account how a quick-thinking father saved his
son from a fate worse than death: A Frankish knight with whom the Arab
writer Usama had become friends offered to take the boy back to France
where he would meet the realm's finest noblemen and learn the arts of
politics and chivalry. Masking his utter horror, Usama invents the excuse
that while nothing could possibly delight him more, he unfortunately could
not even leave the house without first promising his mother he must bring
her grandchild back home. If Edward Peters has offered us a Whitman
sampler of the Occidental chroniclers, Gabrieli presents us with a veritable
Oriental cous-cous feast.

A History of the Crusades in three volumes
by Steven Runciman
Cambridge University Press

Runciman's huge history of the Crusades is an acknowledged classic, first
published in 1951 and reprinted a dozen times since. Unlike the other books
reviewed in this column, this three volume work is an original narrative,
written in a clear, lively prose making it accessible as a novel to the layman
reader, but packed with detailed information offering the specialist one
complete essential reference. He begins his study of the Crusades, not in
Europe with Pope Urban's sermon in 1095, but on a cold day in February in
638, when Caliph Omar entered the city of Jerusalem on a white camel. It is
this thorough and exhaustive research which gives Runciman's work an
unparalleled completeness without, miraculously, being bogged down in
minutiae. His narrative moves not in plodding chronological order, but in a
flowing, lucid style jumping from this event to that which, rather than being
confusing, actually clarifies complicated, and often misunderstood causes
and events. The variety and number of material he has drawn on for this
work is staggering, with nearly every page giving detailed citations and a
bibliography divided into original and modern sources and further
categorized by language, in Latin, Old French and German, Greek, Arabic
and Persian, Armenian, Syriac, Hebrew and even Georgian and Ethiopic! If
you only buy one book on the Crusades, buy these three volumes.
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Shield of Three Lions
by Pamela Kaufman
Warner Books, New York

And now for something completely different. There is no dearth of novels
using the Crusades for background, with far too many, unfortunately,
usually including various magical fantasy elements, Arabic genii or
Arthurian-style wizards. There actually may even be some good historical
novels on the Crusades out there... somewhere... and if anyone knows of
any, please let me know. Shield of Three Lions is a bloated, sanguine
melodrama of a brash young noble girl who disguises herself as a boy to
follow King Richard Coeur-de-Lion into the battlefield of the Holy Lands.
Kaufman has taken the trouble to actually draw on more genuine historical
events than most, but touted as a rawnchy, rowdy, romp, the novel certainly
delivers as promised. Alix, aka Alex, deals with such crucial dilemmas as the
urinary disparity between sexes with inventive, yea, even elaborate
ingenuity which, far from being a minor inconvenience, develops into a vital
plot element. After many improbable adventures in the Holy Lands with her
close but rather obtuse Scottish companion, Alix returns to England and
uses appallingly unchivalrous methods to regain her stolen lands, defeat her
enemies and win the heart of the Scotsman with a brogue straight out of a
Monty Python skit. Did they really use the word slubberdegullian in 1191?
Waesucks, bairns, I doona think I keered nocht aboot this woodly blastie
tale, me.

Next time I hope to cover more recently published works on the Art and
Craft of Medieval Warfare. Marginalia actively solicits reader's copies for
review, and encourages any of our members with new books in print, in
either French or English, to ask their publisher to send a review copy,
including forms from the publishers for our membership's convenience to:
Misericordia International
1 Rue Castex
Paris 75004
France
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